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ScroogeXHTML is the most powerful component for converting RTF or RichEdit to HTML. No programming knowledge is required. ScroogeXHTML is the perfect replacement for the built-in RichEdit2HTML when you need to convert plain text, menus, buttons and lists in the documents to html. Like any normal component, you can use
ScroogeXHTML to create HTML documents or convert existing HTML documents. Just add ScroogeXHTML to your project and you are ready to go. Features: ■Can be used to convert plain text in rich edit components to html or convert existing html documents. ■Unlimited file support. ■Unlimited embedded images. ■Can be compiled and
debugged to get source code. ■Can take input from Delphi file, memory, string, RTF or RichEdit ■Uncompressed and compressed support. ■Can take input from simple unnumbered or numbered lists as well as any other format supported by ScroogeXHTML. ■Unlimited number of lists (numbered, unnumbered, first line, last line) ■Unlimited
number of paragraph styles (left, centered, right, justified) ■Unlimited number of styles for the first and last paragraph ■Unlimited number of paragraph styles for the first and last line ■Unlimited number of attributes of lists, paragraphs and text ■Unlimited number of background colors, font colors and italic colors for text ■Unlimited font styles
(normal, italic, bold, underlined,strike) ■Unlimited background colors ■Unlimited color settings ■Unlimited color settings for lists, paragraph styles, text, backgrounds ■Unlimited number of external style files ■Customizable to show/hide various components ■Customizable themes ■Optimized font settings ■Customizable font combinations
■Customizable color combinations ■Customizable color combinations for text ■Customizable color combinations for paragraph styles ■Customizable colors for background, text, paragraph styles, lists, even images, external styles, external fonts ■Customizable color settings ■Unlimited number of lists ■Unlimited number of paragraph styles
■Unlimited number of styles for the first and last paragraph ■Unlimited number of styles for the first and last line ■Unlimited number of attributes of lists, paragraphs and text ■Unlimited number of external style files ■Unlimited number of external style files for background
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Release History: Version 1.0.0 released on 1 May 2004 Version 1.0.1 released on 24 October 2004 Version 1.0.5 released on 23 November 2004 Version 1.1.0 released on 30 July 2005 Version 1.0.6 released on 12 November 2005 See also List of Microsoft Windows component kits References External links ScroogeXHTML for Delphi scroogexhtml
Category:Data conversion software Category:Free software programmed in Delphi Category:Free components Category:Free delphi softwareAge-related differences in somatosensory and visceral function in the rat. Normal aging is associated with a generalized decline in tissue function; however, specific sensory and visceral deficits appear to be
initiated at different points in the central nervous system. The issue of why aging results in a constellation of organ system deficits is complex, and the consequences of each organ system deficit appear to be heterogeneous. The present study examined the somatosensory and visceral functions of the Fischer 344 rat across the age span of the Fischer 344
rat, from 4 months of age to 24 months of age. In response to somatosensory stimuli (pinch and brush), no significant age-related changes were found for most measures of somatosensory function. In contrast, the results of our study indicate that aging significantly impairs visceral function. This impairment of visceral function was apparent at both the
CNS and autonomic nerve terminals.Radiographic comparison of the fixation of uncemented and cemented femoral components in total hip replacement. This study compared the strength of femoral fixation of uncemented and cemented femoral components in order to test the hypothesis that there was no difference in strength between the two types
of femoral component. All stems had the same design with a central threaded shaft and a proximal collar. One hundred and fifty-two titanium alloy (Ti-6A1-4V) femoral stems (Synergy; Lima), which were implanted with either cement (n = 79) or cementless (n = 73), were tested for shear and torsional loads to fracture. The cemented implants showed
greater pullout strength than the uncemented (P = 0.01). The pullout strength of the cemented Ti-6A1-4V stem was slightly higher than that of the titanium-molybdenum-chromium stem tested in a previous study. 09e8f5149f
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ScroogeXHTML for Delphi(tm) is a component which can convert RTF stored in files, strings or a RichEdit component to HTML 4.01 and XHTML. It is fast and easy to customize. Sourced from: Compiled on:2009-04-23 ScroogeXHTML for Delphi(tm) is a component which can convert RTF stored in files, strings or a RichEdit component to
HTML 4.01 and XHTML. It is fast and easy to customize. ScroogeXHTML for Delphi(tm) converts text attributes including background and highlight colors, paragraph attributes including alignment (left, right, centered, justified) and paragraph indent (left, right, first line) and simple numbered or unnumbered lists. ScroogeXHTML has Unicode
conversion that allows international documents, including simplified and traditional Chinese, Korean and Japanese. CSS and default font settings allow to create optimized documents. Supported document types: XHTML 1.0 Strict and Transitional, XHTML Basic 1.0, XHTML Mobile Profile 1.0 (a.k.a WAP 2.0), HTML 4.01 Strict and Transitional.
Limitations: ￭ the RTF specification contains very many elements and features, ScroogeXHTML does only convert a limited subset. Not supported are for example tables and tabulators ￭ embedded images may be extracted but will not be converted to other image formats ScroogeXHTML for Delphi Description: ScroogeXHTML for Delphi(tm) is a
component which can convert RTF stored in files, strings or a RichEdit component to HTML 4.01 and XHTML. It is fast and easy to customize. Sourced from: Compiled on:2009-04-23 ScroogeXHTML for Delphi(tm) is a component which can convert RTF stored in files, strings or a RichEdit component to HTML 4.01 and XHTML. It is fast and
easy to customize. ScroogeXHTML for Delphi(tm) converts text attributes including background and highlight colors, paragraph attributes including alignment (left, right, centered, justified) and paragraph indent (left, right, first line) and simple numbered or unnumbered lists. ScroogeXHTML has Unicode conversion that allows international
documents,

What's New in the ScroogeXHTML For Delphi?

ScroogeXHTML is a fast conversion component that converts RTF to HTML 4.01 and XHTML. The software is easy-to-use. It is designed to convert documents for distribution: as an Internet component, as an e-mail attachment or as a component in a VCL application. A graphical editor which allow the user to customize the results is also included.
ScroogeXHTML has three main advantages: * it converts text and other rich text elements such as quoted or unquoted paragraphs, footnotes, tables or images with their original formatting * it is very fast to convert files of up to 1 GB of data. Files bigger than 4 GB are converted in several steps. * it is fully compatible with Microsoft XHTML
Standard and XHTML Transitional and can export documents to these two standards. ScroogeXHTML supports the following document types: * XHTML 1.0 Strict * XHTML 1.0 Transitional * XHTML Basic 1.0 * HTML 4.01 Strict * HTML 4.01 Transitional * HTML 4.01 Frameset * HTML 5.0 * HTML 4.01 with any extension * HTML 5.0 with
any extension Note: ScroogeXHTML(tm) includes an online help at the link below. To access it from Delphi: - select Help from the Components menu - click Help Online Note: ScroogeXHTML requires a 32-bit version of Delphi 2007 and later. Version 2.1.0 November 27, 2010 Improvements: ￭ ScroogeXHTML now works on Mac OS X 10.6
Snow Leopard. ￭ ScroogeXHTML now supports the new HTML 5 tags and attributes. ￭ ScroogeXHTML now supports the new CSS3 color, border-width and border-radius attributes. ￭ ScroogeXHTML now supports new HTML 5 HTML tag attributes: `color` for color, `border-top-width` and `border-top-style` for border width and `border-radius` for
border radius. ￭ ScroogeXHTML now supports new CSS3 property names: `letter-spacing`, `word-spacing`, `text-transform`, `text-align`, `text-justify`, `text-indent` and `word-
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System Requirements For ScroogeXHTML For Delphi:

Supported OS: PC | MAC Minimum specifications: OS: Windows 7 | Windows 8 | Windows 8.1 | Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6500 / AMD Phenom II X3 4GB / AMD FX-8350 or later Memory: 4 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 / AMD Radeon HD 7870 or later Storage: 2 GB available space Additional Requirements: Game
Data: Required to play the game Additional Notes: The game requires approximately 1 GB of free space
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